About the Book

For years, Maggie Sheets has been an invisible hand in the glittering homes of wealthy New York City clients, scrubbing, dusting, mopping, and doing all she can to keep her head above water as a single mother. Everything changes when a former employer dies leaving Maggie a staggering inheritance. A house in Sag Harbor. The catch? It comes with an inhabitant: The deceased’s 82-year-old mother Edith.

Edith has Alzheimer’s --- or so the doctors tell her --- but she remembers exactly how her daughter Liza could light up a room, or bring dark clouds in her wake. And now Liza’s gone, by her own hand, and Edith has been left --- like a chaise or strand of pearls --- to a poorly dressed young woman with a toddler in tow.

Maggie and Edith are both certain this arrangement will be an utter disaster. But as summer days wane, a tenuous bond forms, and Edith, who feels the urgency of her diagnosis, shares a secret that she’s held close for five decades, launching Maggie on a mission that might just lead them each to what they are looking for.

Discussion Guide

Introduction

For years, Maggie Sheets has been an invisible hand in the glittering homes of wealthy New York City clients, scrubbing, dusting, mopping, and doing all she can to keep her head above water as a single mother. Everything changes when a former employer dies leaving Maggie a staggering inheritance. A house in Sag Harbor. The catch? It comes with an inhabitant: The deceased’s 82-year-old mother Edith.

Edith has Alzheimer’s --- or so the doctors tell her --- but she remembers exactly how her daughter Liza could light up a room, or bring dark clouds in her wake. And now Liza’s gone, by her own hand, and Edith has been left --- like a chaise
or strand of pearls --- to a poorly dressed young woman with a toddler in tow.

Maggie and Edith are both certain this arrangement will be an utter disaster. But as summer days wane, a tenuous bond forms, and Edith, who feels the urgency of her diagnosis, shares a secret that she’s held close for five decades, launching Maggie on a mission that might just lead them each to what they are looking for.

Questions for Discussion

1. In a lot of ways, house cleaning is therapy for Maggie, even if she isn’t fully cognizant of this. Are there any tasks in your own life that provide this sense of solace for you?

2. As parents, we blame ourselves for so much of our children’s trouble. Edith is no exception, especially in the wake of Liza’s suicide. Do you think we’re culpable, or that people are just born the way they are; destined for their own story lines despite our best intentions?

3. Inheritance is such a complicated concept. Even if we are gifted with the good, it usually comes with a catch. If you were Maggie, would you have taken the house knowing that it comes with Edith? Are you the kind of person that sees the glass as half full in this type of instance, or half empty? If so, why? Is that a trait you’ve inherited, or have you learned through experience?

4. Edith shares her secret with Maggie only when her memory of it is threatened. If you were to find yourself in Edith’s shoes, is there something you would feel compelled to resolve? How would you go about it, do you think?

5. Liza is bipolar, but chooses to forego her medication because it doesn’t make her feel like herself, a common complaint about antidepressants in general. Have you or anyone you know been faced with such a dilemma?

6. Maggie wonders whether Liza’s decision to bequeath her home to her is her way of apologizing for stealing her story line. What do you think? Was she sorry beneath the bravado of claiming artistic license? Why do you think Liza leaves the house and Edith to Maggie?

7. In the limo on the way home from Arthur’s, Maggie tells Edith that Liza’s decision to keep her friendship with Arthur a secret was not steeped in malicious intent, but instead a show of respect for her mother. Do you think Maggie’s theory is correct --- and do you think Maggie believes her own words or that it’s merely to soothe Edith? And does it matter?

8. Maggie comes to realize that it wasn’t about the “stupid detective” at all in terms of her anger towards Liza; that it wasn’t anger at all really, but a deep-seated hurt at her betrayal of Maggie’s trust. Have you ever experienced the same sort of realization in your own life? How were you able to get to the root of it?

9. There’s so much about loss in this novel --- Alzheimer’s; suicide; Maggie’s parents. Do you think that memory eases or intensifies the pain of loss?
10. Liza doesn’t leave a note, but if she had, what do you suppose it would have said?
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